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Chapter 1769: Charmed A Maid 

"I reported everything similar to the police's report. The clue ended at the three men." Long Hui said.  

"About the information you found out from the evil cultivator, can you tell me more about that?" Yu Qi 

wanted to know the details. Long Hui only told her a little.  

Long Hui told everything about what he got to know from the evil cultivator. The more Yu Qi listened to 

it, the more she was shocked.  

"You mean there are around a thousand of them outside there killing humans to extract their life 

force?" Yu Qi's mouth gulped.  

"Yes, it seems someone sponsors them. That is why they have money to pay people to kidnap humans." 

Long Hui added. 

"So, their sponsors probably have something in return." Yu Qi narrowed her eyes.  

"Probably. But we still don't know who the sponsor is. That evil cultivator has a low standing in their 

group. So, he did not have much information about this sponsor." Long Hui stated and he added more. 

"We need to investigate more about that." 

"Wait. Did you say that they have a gathering every six months?" Yu Qi wanted confirmation.  

"Yeah." Long Hui nodded. 

"When is the next gathering?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"In three months." Long Hui said. 

"Then, we still get time to prepare." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Hmm... It seems you already have a plan about this matter." Long Hui lifted his eyebrow.  

"Yes..." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Well, that thing can wait. We have more important thing to do." Long Hui said. 

"Huh? What is it?" Yu Qi blinked her eyes several times feeling confused. 

"Eating you." Long Hui said. 

"What? Wait? We are in my family house. They might hear us." Yu Qi was surprised. 

Well, to be honest, others would not hear anything like that. Their house had a good soundproof 

system. Tang Family already installed it years ago. It was just an excuse.  

"Well, they understand that. Otherwise, they would not prepare the room next to you." Long Hui said. 

He leaned over and whispered in Yu Qi's ear. "We have your space if you don't want others to listen to 

your sexy moan."  

Long Hui licked Yu Qi's ear.  



"Ah! You!" Yu Qi glared at Long Hui. 

Long Hui just smiled to see Yu Qi's glare. Even though Yu Qi was angry, she was so cute in Long Hui's 

eyes.  

After a few persuasions, both went inside Yu Qi's space to make love to each other. 

... 

Yu Qi returned to her room at five o'clock in the morning after four rounds with Long Hui. Of course, 

Long Hui wanted to have more but Yu Qi begged him to stop.  

After several times of begging, Long Hui finally let her go and they returned to the outside world. Yu Qi 

did not wait for Long Hui. She immediately ran away to her room next door.  

Long Hui chuckled. 'His beloved Qi Qi is so cute.'  

Yu Qi was tired from being tortured by Long Hui and decided to sleep for about two to three hours.  

She woke up at 6:00 a.m. The house already had some sounds indicating that some people had already 

woken up and doing their jobs. She got refreshed before going out.  

She knocked on the next door. There was no answer. Yu Qi opened the door and saw no one inside the 

room. It seemed Long Hui was already gone.  

Yu Qi left the room and wanted to go to the garden. When she was on the way, she saw a maid peeking 

at something.  

Yu Qi also looked in the direction where the maid had been looking at. There was Long Hui there looking 

at the sky. 

Then, Long Hui stopped looking at the sky. He turned around and looked at Yu Qi. 

Even though he was not smiling, his eyes had a gentle look. He stood up and started walking towards Yu 

Qi.  

The maid was stunned to see the handsome man. Not to mention, the handsome man started walking 

towards her with a gentle look.  

When the handsome man got closer to her, she wanted to greet and talk to the handsome man. She was 

stunned when the handsome man just walked past her. 

"Good morning, Qi Qi." Long Hui put his hand on Yu Qi's waist. 

The maid was surprised to see the man hug the woman. 'So, he is not looking at me.' She looked at the 

woman. 

The maid just started working with the Tang Family. So, she was just getting familiar with her job.  

She remembered that her supervisor told her that this family had a young miss who lived outside. The 

young miss returns home occasionally.  



Then, she heard some shocking things from her supervisor. This young miss was an orphan and was 

adopted at the age of 16 years old.  

However, everyone welcomed the young miss with open arms. Everyone doted on the young miss, 

especially Old Master Tang. He treated her as if she was his biological granddaughter.  

It was the first time the maid saw Yu Qi. The young miss was indeed beautiful. The maid was feeling 

jealous seeing her.  

The maid was also an orphan. She started to work after finishing high school.  

How lucky it would be if she could get adopted by a rich family like Yu Qi? She wouldn't need to work 

hard, could enjoy life and meet a handsome man like Long Hui.  

 


